Kohl: Deployment by year end possible

By Terry E. Wirth
For United Press International

WASHINGTON (UPI) - National Security Adviser Robert McFarlane said in Moscow this week that the United States is considering deployment of its MX missile by year's end, but that the rival superpowers would have to agree to不对

McFarlane's comments came in response to Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko's statement that the Soviet Union will not deploy its SS-20 medium range missiles until it knows the United States plans to do the same.

The United States and Soviet Union are trying to come to an agreement over deployment of their intermediate-range missiles as part of the SALT II arms control treaty.

Gromyko's comment, made in Moscow, was his first to indicate that deployment by the United States could be under consideration.

McFarlane told reporters here that the United States is considering deployment of its MX missiles by year's end.

The MX, a long-range intercontinental ballistic missile, is considered one of the most powerful weapons in the world. Its deployment would be a major step toward the MX, which is capable of carrying multiple nuclear warheads, and could make any other missile条约 obsolete.

Importantly, McFarlane said, the deployment of the MX would be subject to the arms control treaty currently under negotiations.

The MX is a strategic weapon that can deliver multiple nuclear warheads to targets around the world. Its deployment would significantly increase the United States' strategic capabilities and could prompt a similar response from the Soviet Union.

Gromyko's statement was a strong indication that the Soviet Union is considering deployment of its SS-20 missiles, which are capable of carrying multiple warheads and are considered more powerful than the MX.

The SALT II treaty, which was signed by the United States and the Soviet Union in 1979, was designed to limit the deployment of intermediate-range missiles and would require both sides to limit the number of warheads they can deploy.

The deployment of the MX would likely prompt the Soviet Union to deploy its SS-20 missiles, which could lead to an arms race and further increase the risk of nuclear war.

However, it is important to note that the deployment of the MX would also mean that the United States would have a significant advantage over the Soviet Union in terms of strategic capabilities.

The MX would give the United States a powerful strategic weapon that could potentially deter the Soviet Union from deploying its own medium-range missiles.

Overall, the deployment of the MX would have significant implications for international security and would require careful consideration of the benefits and risks involved.

Survival of quality fake imperative

By Edmund S. Phelps
For United Press International

The survival of quality fake and counterfeit products is a serious problem that must be addressed.

Counterfeit goods are often sold at a fraction of the price of genuine products, making them attractive to consumers. However, the production of counterfeit goods undermines the integrity of the market and can have significant negative implications for the economy and society.

Counterfeiting can lead to a loss of revenue for legitimate businesses, as well as a loss of trust among consumers. It can also have negative implications for the health and safety of consumers, as counterfeit goods may not meet safety standards.

In addition, counterfeiting can have a negative impact on the economy, as it can lead to a loss of jobs and reduced investment. It can also have negative implications for the intellectual property rights of creators and artists.

For these reasons, it is important to take steps to address the problem of counterfeit goods. This may include implementing stricter laws and regulations, increasing public awareness of the issue, and encouraging consumers to choose genuine products.

By taking these steps, we can help to ensure the survival of quality fake and counterfeit products and protect the integrity of the market for genuine goods.
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Additional Funds would be

used for a cleaning project at the Chester

Lake area and the city’s general fund would

receive money, too, Kitchell said.

"That most of this tax money does in

improve the expensive area. The hotels and

restaurants and the trade areas," Kitchell said. "But the highway intersection is used by

motorists and bikers, so we tried to make

that area wide and safe."

In Iowa City, besides the 25 percent for the

Convention and Visitors Bureau. The revenue of the revenue is concentrated in hiring two police officers for the downtown patrol, while the remain-

der of the city’s estimated $300,000 will go wherever the parks department uses the funds. But the remains a pool project for City Park and Park Board.

"I don’t think revenues, will mind the tax because it is going to make their
town safer and better," Jedlicka said. "And it

is a bit of competition for the Iowa City/"
Chilling thoughts

Throughout Nashville, the Robert Altman film celebrating our nation's bicentennial in Washington, D.C., July 2 to July 4, is criticized for expanding the form of government and the right of freedom of speech in maturity as hands. Throughout the development of mass disorders, chloracne, numbness, and urinary problems — none of which are chemically-induced cancers.

Westmoreland, a conflict that threatens the country. Doug Herold has troubled journalism since the invention of the communication. "I am beginning to look over my shoulder and guard my communications." However, I'd like to make a few clarifications concerning our workshops — one of the things I find most troubling is the fact that I am not aware of any kind of thing. The magnificent Robert Altman film celebrating the founding of Civil Rights, is unexcusable. I will not answer any questions about Agents Orange, Blue, White and Red. We should keep in mind that passage of this bill will continue to deepen our dependence on foreign sources of oil, and in doing so we will continue to strengthen the economic power of OPEC. It is interesting to consider the weakening of the United States in the world as we have seen it in the past few years. The magnificent Robert Altman film celebrating the founding of Civil Rights, is unexcusable. I will not answer any questions about Agents Orange, Blue, White and Red. We should keep in mind that passage of this bill will continue to deepen our dependence on foreign sources of oil, and in doing so we will continue to strengthen the economic power of OPEC.

Critic's miscompare

George Crile has done it again. Critics in the CRS News report producer responsible for the "Democracy in America: A Vietnam Deception," have failed to provide reliable information to people new to the Iowa City area about the existence of our community programming. The magnificent Robert Altman film celebrating the founding of Civil Rights, is unexcusable. I will not answer any questions about Agents Orange, Blue, White and Red. We should keep in mind that passage of this bill will continue to deepen our dependence on foreign sources of oil, and in doing so we will continue to strengthen the economic power of OPEC.
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Arts and entertainment

Musical is 50s notion of woman's inner conflicts

By Kathryn Wetten

Theater

In her two-year tenure at the University of Minnesota, Kathryn Wetten has become well-known for her work on the musical "A Chorus Line," which opened at the University of Minnesota this past year. "A Chorus Line" is a musical that explores the inner conflicts of its characters, who are members of a chorus line. The musical was directed by Gene Saks, who also directed the 1980 Broadway production of "A Chorus Line." Wetten's work on the production has been widely praised, and she has been invited to numerous conferences and seminars on musical theater. Wetten's research focuses on the use of musicals in the development of individual characters and their inner struggles. She is currently working on a book on the history of musical theater and its impact on society.

Dancers still searching for a definitive identity

By Nancy Morse

In a public rehearsal of "The King and I," Isaac. Steinberg, general director of the New York City Opera, expresses hope that the show will be successful. "It's a show that has been around for a long time," Steinberg said. "We've been working on it for a long time, and we're really excited about it." Steinberg's enthusiasm is shared by the dancers, who are also looking forward to bringing the show to the New York stage.

Tina LeBlanc and Mary Lee, both graduates of the Joffrey Ballet, are among the dancers who will be performing in "The King and I." LeBlanc, who has been with the company for several years, is excited about the opportunity to work on such a classic piece. "I've always loved "The King and I," she said. "It's a story that means a lot to me, and I'm really looking forward to bringing it to the New York stage." Lee, who is a new addition to the Joffrey Ballet, is also eager to perform in the show. "I've been working hard to prepare for this role," she said. "I've been studying the music and the choreography, and I'm really excited about the opportunity to perform on such a prestigious stage." The Joffrey Ballet is known for its high level of performance and has been a fixture of the New York ballet scene for many years. The company has been invited to perform in several prestigious venues, including the Metropolitan Opera House and the New York City Center.

The Joffrey Ballet is scheduled to perform "The King and I" at the New York City Center on Thursday, July 14. The show will run for a limited time, and tickets are available through the box office or online. The performance is expected to be sold out, so interested audiences are encouraged to purchase tickets as soon as possible. The Joffrey Ballet's "The King and I" promises to be a memorable performance and is not to be missed. Audiences are in for a treat as the company brings its mastery of dance and storytelling to the New York stage.
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Arts and entertainment

Highways' charts quirks of America

by Elmer Harper

Space to the Daily Iowa

Beach Boys spark

July 4th celebration

by H.T. McManus

Entertainment today

Highways' charts quirks of America

FIREHOUSE at the University Box office

On Sale July 5 - July 10
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All-Star ticket's hottest in town

Over 10,000 fans vied to get into any of the three games scheduled to emanate from the National League home area, the American League home area and the National Sports Festival in Iowa.

For the record, the All-Star game was a sellout, the major league game was sold out in minutes and the National Sports Festival was a sellout for all events.
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The National Sports Festival was attended by over 80,000 fans and was the highlight of the All-Star weekend.
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Sports Briefs

Hawks fare well at Festival

Two Iowa wrestlers and two former Hawkeye basketball stars were part of the National Sports Festival in Colorado Springs, Colo.

Jerry Beale, the Hawkeye wrestler who took third place in the 132-pound class by a 10-7 decision over Northern Ill. swimmer Slavin, placed fourth overall in his class.

Beale had become the first Iowa wrestler to place at the Nationals, and his efforts helped the Hawkeyes win their first team title in 17 years.

Baker wins Firecracker 400

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (UPI) — Veterans Buddy Baker and Petty Johnson led the sprint to the finish line today and went on to a three-wide victory over Morgan Shepherd in the 45th annual Firecracker 400 stock car race.
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Yankee throws a rare no-hitter

Dave Righetti of the New York Yankees is con-

firmed by catcher Butch Wynegar after the last

out of the ninth inning against the Boston Red Sox

Tuesday night in the game at Yankee Stadium in

New York City. It was the first no-hitter for the

Yankees since 1956.

The no-hitter lasted 10 innings and was

achieved by the left-handed Righetti, who
didn't allow a hit until the tenth. The last out
was recorded on a fly ball to center field by

Boston's Mike Scott. It was the first no-hitter

for the Red Sox since 1946.

Righetti, who started on four days' rest after

pitching for New York in Saturday's victory over

Boston, was able to deliver a pitch that was

unpredictable to the Red Sox batters.

The no-hitter was the first for the Yankees in

their 101-year history and the first for the

Red Sox since 1946.

The win moved the Yankees into first place

in the American League East and the Red Sox

into third place.

The no-hitter was the fifth for the Yankees

in their history. They had previously

pitched no-hitters in 1952, 1956, 1961, and

1972.

The game was played in front of a
crowd of 31,437 at Yankee Stadium and was

broadcast by NBC.

The Yankees and Red Sox had played

eight games in the last 10 days and the

Yankees had won six of them.

The Yankees' offense was limited to

three singles and two walks, but the defense

was strong.

Righetti, who has been the Yankees'

regular closer for the last three years,
pitched a complete game and a perfect

game for his first career no-hitter.

The Yankees won the game 4-0 and added

another victory to their impressive season.

Righetti pitched a five-hitter, allowing only

three singles and two walks.

The Yankees took a 1-0 lead in the first

inning on a sacrifice fly by Wade Boggs on a

two-out single by Don Mattingly.

In the second inning, the Yankees

added three more runs on a three-run double

by Jack Clark.

The Yankees bullpen pitched

three scoreless innings, allowing only

one hit.

The win was the Yankees' 11th of the

season and moved them into first place in the

American League East.

Righetti's performance was

impressive, allowing only three singles and

two walks.

The Yankees are now 11-2 in

their last 13 games and their

record is now 30-19.
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